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Abstract
In the Fourier transformed velocity space the Vlasov plasma oscillations may be
interpreted as a wave propagation process corresponding to an imperfectly trapped
(leaking) wave. The Landau damped solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson equation then
become genuine eigenmodes corresponding to complex eigenvalues. To illustrate this
new interpretation we solve numerically the Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson
equation, essentially a perturbed advective equation, on the TI-85 pocket graphics
calculator. A program is described, based on the method of lines: A finite-difference
scheme is utilized to discretize the transformed equation and the resulting set of
ordinary differential equations is then solved in time. The user can choose from
several possible finite-difference differentiation schemes differing in the total number
of points and the number of downwind points. The resulting evolution of the electric
field showing the Landau damped plasma oscillations is displayed on the screen of
the calculator. In addition, calculation of the eigenvalues of the Fourier transformed
Vlasov-Poisson operator is possible. The user can also experiment with the numerical
solution of the advective equation which describes free streaming.

1 Introduction
The theory of Vlasov plasma oscillations, both linear and non-linear, is a subject of
unceasing interest. The Landau damping memorial talk by Ryutov [1] and a number
of papers published during the past decade (Crawford and Hislop [2], Hislop and
Crawford [3], Cai and Chen [4], Sagan [5], Isichenko [6], Manfredi [7], Brodin [8, 9]
and others) confirm this. The aim of the present paper is to turn attention to an
alternative approach to the problem, based on the Fourier transformed velocity
space, and to demonstrate a numerical method which allows the Vlasov-Poisson
equation to be solved by a most elementary means.

Initially, Knorr [10, 11] introduced the Fourier transformed velocity space in
the numerical solution of the Vlasov-Poisson equation in the effort to circumvent
the creation of progressively finer structures in the velocity space. This effect ac-
companies the evolution of any distribution function perturbation and sooner or
later cripples the solution process due to the insufficient number of points on the
numerical grid in the velocity space. Methods utilizing expansion into a set of, say,
Hermite functions suffer from the same defect as the discretization methods. In the
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Fourier transformed velocity space the free streaming of particles manifests itself
by a simple unidirectional shift of the Fourier transform of the initial perturbation
rather than by the creation of fine structures. The electrostatic interaction of par-
ticles brings about distortion of the shifted perturbation; in particular it creates an
oscillating exponentially damped tail—the Landau damped plasma oscillations.

The Fourier transformed velocity space is thus not only a numerical tool but
may serve as a useful conceptual framework for interpretation of physical phenom-
ena. The first to realize this was probably Best [12]. Further details, including the
analysis of the echo phenomenon, were discussed by Sedlacek and Nocera [13] and
Sedlacek [14]. Actually, this new illuminating interpretation of plasma oscillations
and Landau damping may be considered as an alternative to the classical inter-
pretation of these phenomena in terms of the interaction between the wave and
resonant particles as presented, e.g., by Dawson [15] and in an alternative and im-
proved form quite recently by Brodin [8]. The concept of propagation in a transform
space proved fruitful also in the context of cold inhomogeneous plasma oscillations
[16, 17].

To demonstrate the power and robustness of the Fourier transformed velocity
space approach we modify in this paper Knorr's numerical method so as to make it
accessible on the TI-85 pocket graphics calculator, to the benefit of the student of
an introductory plasma physics course.

Using our program the student can explore on the screen of the calculator
the solution of the Vlasov-Poisson equation exhibiting the phenomenon of Landau
damping in linear or logarithmic scale, and see the effect of varying the parameters
characterizing the equilibrium and perturbation distribution functions. The stu-
dent can also experiment with the solution method which is based on the method
of lines: The program utilizes a finite-difference scheme to discretize the Fourier
transformed Vlasov-Poisson equation and then solves the resulting set of ordinary
differential equations in time by multiplication of the vector of initial conditions
by an exponential function of the matrix corresponding to the discretized Fourier
transformed Vlasov-Poisson operator. It is possible to select among various differ-
ence schemes for numerical differentiation differing in the total number of grid points
on the calculation interval and in the order of the difference scheme, starting from
the simplest two-point scheme up to eleven-point schemes and also by the asymme-
try of the scheme. Previous experience with the solution of the advective equation
[18, 19] demonstrated that the best results are achieved with directional schemes,
upwind-biased. The student can also explore the numerical solution of the "bare"
advective equation, which is just the Fourier transformed free streaming part of the
Vlasov equation, and evaluate its precision by comparing with the exact solution.

Moreover, the program also calculates approximately the eigenvalues of the
Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson operator (the roots of the dispersion relation)
as the eigenvalues of the matrix that represents its discretized form and displays
their location in the complex frequency plane on the screen of the calculator. The
corresponding eigenfunctions can also be calculated.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the fundamentals
of the approach based on the Fourier transformed velocity space and show how it
leads to an entirely different interpretation of Vlasov plasma oscillations and Lan-
dau damping, complementary to the traditional one. In Section 3 the theoretical
background of the numerical method for solving the Fourier transformed Vlasov-
Poisson equation is explained. The program for the TI-85 calculator written upon
these principles is described in Section 4. Section 5 contains examples of the re-



suits obtained with the program and may serve as the user's guide for the program.
In Appendix A, which is a little less elementary than the rest of the paper, we
demonstrate the existence of an invariant subspace of the discretized Fourier trans-
formed Vlasov-Poisson operator and its implications for the numerical solution. In
Appendix B the ASCII form of the program is listed which can be converted into a
binary form executable on the calculator.

2 Vlasov-Poisson equation in the Fourier transformed
velocity space

2.1 The Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson equation
Consider a spatially homogeneous collisionless plasma of electrons with the equilib-
rium distribution function F(v) normalized to unit density and with immobile ions
forming a neutralizing background. Denoting by e and m the electron charge and
mass, respectively, and by N the number density of electrons (equal to the num-
ber density of ions), we write the linearized Vlasov equation for the perturbation
distribution function, Fourier transformed with respect to the spatial coordinate x,
as

the perturbation electrostatic field Ek(t) being given by the Poisson equation

Ek{t) = - ^ - f fk{v,t)dv. (2)
lK J-oo

We now Fourier transform this set of Vlasov and Poisson equations with
respect to velocity. We define

<pk{q,t)= I fk{v>t)eiqv dv, (3)
J—oo

$(<?) = — / F(v)eiqv dv, (4)

so that the Poisson equation (2) becomes

47T6

Ek(t) = ——tpk(O,t). (5)

This result is essential for the subsequent development of the theory: The electric
field is given by the value of the Fourier transform of the distribution function (or,
in other words, of its spectrum) at the zero point of the g-axis. With this result the
Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson equation may be written as

0,0 = 0. (6)

where ui = Ane2N/m is the square of the electron plasma frequency.



2.2 The evolution of a disturbance
The Fourier transform $(<j) of a smooth equilibrium distribution function F(v), like
a Maxwellian, decays very rapidly as q —> ±00. Thus, asymptotically for q —> ±00,
when $(<?) is negligible, the Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson equation becomes
a simple advective equation

) .dipk(q,t) _
~dq~~~ ' ( )

which is the Fourier transform of the free streaming part of the Vlasov equation

? l ^ v , t ) = 0 . (8)

To the free streaming solution

fk(v,t) = fk(v,0)eikvt, (9)

which describes creation of finer and finer structures in the velocity space as time
proceeds (phase mixing), there corresponds a simple uni-directional shift, the "free
propagation", in the Fourier transformed velocity space

<̂ (<Z, *) = ¥>*(? + ^ 0). (10)

The q-axis may therefore be divided into three regions: The two semi-infinite regions
of free propagation far from the origin, where $(q) is negligible and which may be
called "channels", and the region around the origin, where <£(<?) is substantial so
that the full equation (6) must be considered and which constitutes the "scattering
centre".

The following picture of the behaviour of a disturbance in the Fourier trans-
formed velocity space thus emerges: If the system is initially disturbed far from
the origin, on the positive half of the q-axis (the "input channel"), the disturbance
propagates in the form of a wave-packet without changing its form through the
channel towards the scattering centre (assuming k > 0). Once it crosses the origin
it starts to interact with the scattering centre, is being distorted and propagates
with a changed form out of the scattering centre into the "output channel".

The process of distortion in fact consists of imperfect trapping in and leaking
from the scattering centre. The trapping can be imagined as being the result of a
feedback process on the non-negative half-axis: As the disturbance crosses the origin,
the interaction term excites another disturbance on the non-negative half-axis with
reversed polarity, this additional disturbance is carried back to the origin, excites
in turn another disturbance on the non-negative half-axis and so on and so forth. In
this way a permanently circulating and oscillating disturbance is maintained on the
non-negative half-axis. It is steadily decreasing in amplitude because, in a stable
equilibrium, the feedback cannot overcome the loss due to the radiation (leaking)
out of the loop into the negative half-axis. This process manifests itself by creation
of an oscillating exponentially damped tail behind the disturbance propagating on
the negative half-axis. The electric field of the disturbance, given by its value at the
origin, therefore oscillates and decays in time exponentially, and this is the effect
which is called Landau damped plasma oscillations.

Under certain conditions, created by a favourable form of the equilibrium
distribution function, there may be amplification instead of attenuation within the
feedback loop and then instability arises in the system.



The unidirectional character of free streaming on the g-axis and the fact that
the electrostatic interaction influences the free streaming only in the point q = 0
have another important consequence: Whatever is going on to the left of the origin
(for positive k) is carried away by free streaming and has no effect upon what is
going on to the right of the origin. Expressed in precise terms: The functional space
on the negative half of the q-axis is an invariant subspace of the Fourier transformed
Vlasov-Poisson operator V. We cannot give a rigorous proof here but this assertion
will become plausible, once the finite-difference representation of the operator V is
constructed (see Appendix A).

2.3 Eigenfunctions and eigenvalues
To show the exceptional role played by the boundary condition in the Fourier trans-
formed velocity space we shall derive the discrete eigenfunctions of the basic Fourier-
transformed Vlasov-Poisson equation (6). We assume exponential time-dependence

and substitute it into (6) to obtain a first order ordinary differential equation

(0) = 0. (12)

The solution is easily found to be

(13)

This general solution is now restricted by imposing zero boundary condition at
infinity

VtofaK*'-> 0 forq^oo. (14)

The dispersion relation for the discrete eigenvalues is at once obtained,

0. (15)

The function on the left-hand side may be shown to be equal to the usual dispersion
function in the upper half of the complex u-plane and to its analytical continuation
in the lower half [20, 21, 13].

The unstable eigenmodes, if they exist, are acceptable on the whole g-axis
because they are bounded at +00 due to the dispersion relation and decay expo-
nentially at —00. On the other hand, the stable eigenmodes, while again bounded
at +00, suffer from an "exponential catastrophe" at —00 (for a discussion of this
phenomenon see, e.g., [22]). As usual in such cases, a detailed analysis of the so-
lution of the initial value problem shows that we obtain an eigenmode expansion
only on the non-negative half-axis, on the negative half-axis the solution has a more
complicated form, which becomes, asymptotically for q —> -00, a simple shift of a
bounded disturbance, so that the exponential catastrophe is prevented.

For an arbitrary real w = o the general solution (13) yields another class of
acceptable solutions bounded over the whole g-axis:

l (16)



This solution describes scattering states of a monochromatic wave in the Fourier-
transformed velocity space: For A; > 0 it describes a wave incoming from plus infinity
and outgoing to minus infinity. These are the singular eigenmodes corresponding to
the continuous spectrum of a comprising the whole real axis of the complex w-plane.
It can be verified [13] that the inverse Fourier transformation of (16) gives the Van
Kampen-Case continuum eigenmode.

All possible eigenmodes of the Fourier-transformed Vlasov-Poisson equation
(6) can thus be extracted from a single formula (13) just by imposing an appropriate
boundary condition.

Crawford and Hislop [2, 3] used the method of spectral deformation to make
the Landau roots of the dispersion function the eigenvalues of the Vlasov-Poisson
equation. With the method of Fourier transformed velocity space we achieve the
same objective with elementary means and obtain, in addition, an illuminating
interpretation of the theory of Vlasov plasma oscillations.

3 Numerical solution

3.1 Dimensionless form

To solve the Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson equation (6) numerically, we first
rewrite it in a dimensionless form. To do this we introduce the following dimension-
less quantities

t'=wpt, q' = CPq, x=k\D, (17)

where £P = wp/k and XD is the Debay radius. Next we put

Substitute now these expressions into Equation (6) to obtain the Fourier trans-
formed Vlasov-Poisson equation in the dimensionless form

The normed equilibrium distribution function F(v) will be assumed Maxwell-
ian, with the root mean square thermal velocity i>req,

Av^) . (21)

Its Fourier transformation (4) with respect to v is again Maxwellian

i(q) = e-i"3-«,9a (22)

and introduction of dimensionless variables gives finally

V = e-i»v>. (23)



The initial perturbation distribution function f(x,v,0) will also be assumed
locally Maxwellian but with a different root mean square thermal velocity VTpen

1 1 - I f " V
f(x,v,0) = A{x)-~——-e 2WP.rJ . (24)

Fourier transformation with respect to x and v (3) is again Maxwellian

We shall assume vreq = /^rPert so that introduction of dimensionless quantities
gives

Assumption A'x = 1 corresponds to a sinusoidal wave in real space.
The primes denoting dimensionless quantities and the hat accents will for

simplicity be dropped from now on.

3.2 Discretization

The numerical method which we use to solve (20), formally written as

(27)

is the method of lines based on the finite-difference approximation of the Fourier
transformed Vlasov-Poisson operator V [18, 19]: We introduce a numerical grid on
the g-axis and approximate the g-derivative in (20) by an appropriate difference
scheme to obtain a set of ordinary differential equations in time for the values of
<^^(g,t) on the grid which is then solved by some suitable numerical method.

Let the step of the numerical grid be h. Since, as shown in Appendix A,
the vector space on the negative half of the g-axis is an invariant subspace of the
discretized Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson operator, we can restrict the calcu-
lation to the grid points on the non-negative half of the g-axis1

The length of the calculation interval is therefore gmax = {Nmax — l)/i. Denoting
(pi{i) — <px(qi,t) and <£j = $(gi), the discretized version of Equation (20) can then
be written as

^ 9 p - JT Di>m(t) + q,$m(t) = 0, (29)

where D{j is the discrete (matrix) representation of the g-derivative, constructed
from appropriate difference schemes for each grid point g,. As seen, the discretiza-
tion of the electrostatic interaction term is extremely simple. This is an enormous

1. This is sufficient for calculation of the electric field which is, as we have seen, proportional
to ipx(<i\,t) — <pit(0, t). It would of course be extremely instructive to follow the solution on the
whole q-axis but the memory limitations of TI-85 prohibit extension of the numerical grid to the
negative half-axis.



advantage of the Fourier transformed velocity space. We can write this term also in
a matrix form

d ,t, wma , jvmax

with

Eitj = Si^j+iqiQu (31)

or, symbolically,

^*^ =V(pJt), (32)

where V = D - E is the finite-difference representation of the Fourier transformed
Vlasov-Poisson operator V and <px(£) is the column vector of <Pi(t). This is the
discretized analogue of the original Vlasov-Poisson equation (27).

As we have seen, the free streaming part (7) of the Fourier transformed Vlasov-
Poisson equation is the linear advective equation. Carver and Hinds [18] analyzed
the method of lines integration of this equation for various discretization schemes
including the finite-difference approximation. They have found that, in general, the
upwind-biased directional differentiation schemes2 give the best results. In partic-
ular they have found the four point difference scheme with one point downwind
to be among the best. We can expect these conclusions to remain valid for the
Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson equation (20) since this is virtually a feedback
modification of the advective equation.

We therefore construct the matrix D from suitable differentiation schemes for
each grid point <jj. In the rightmost points of the calculation interval we respect the
zero boundary condition in +oo simply by truncating the scheme as if the value of
the differentiated function were zero beyond the point qum^ • ®n t n e opposite end
of the calculation interval, in the point q\ = 0, we impose no boundary condition;
the perturbation must behave there as if the calculation interval were infinite. Also,
in the leftmost points we cannot use difference schemes with the same number of
downwind points as in the internal points of the calculation interval. As we approach
the left end we must therefore reduce the number of downwind points successively.
Doing so we can either reduce the total number of points of the scheme, thus
reducing its precision, or preserve the total number of points, thus keeping its order
unchanged.3 The program that we describe below leaves these alternatives open for
experimentation.

As an illustration we show a matrix D constructed from 4-point differentiation
schemes. We choose Nmax = 8 and preserve the total number of points in all rows.
We use a scheme with no downwind points in the first row and a scheme with one
downwind point in the rest (in Section 4.2 they are listed under the names T0T4DW0

2, A directional scheme is an asymmetrical one with more points on one side of the point of
calculation of the derivative than on the other side. Upwind-biased means that there are more
points in the direction against the propagation of the disturbance. In our case, for positive x,
the wind blows in the negative direction of the g-axis, from right to left, so there should be more
points to the right of the point of calculation than to the left.
3. Problems connected with the choice of a difference scheme near the ends of the calculation
interval were discussed by Carver et aJ. [23] and Carver [24].



and T0T4DW1):

11
- 2

0
0
0
0
0
0

18
- 3
- 2

0
0
0
0
0

- 9
6

- 3
- 2

0
0
0
0

2
- 1

6
- 3
- 2

0
0
0

0
0

- 1
6

- 3
_2

0
0

0
0
0

- 1
6

- 3
- 2

0

0
0
0
0

- 1
6

- 3
- 2

0
0
0
0
0

- 1
6

- 3

(33)

The matrix V will have just the first column added, equal, by (31), to —<?*$, (cf.
Figure 8).

3.3 Solution in time
Since the resulting set of ordinary differential equations has constant coefficients,
or, in other words, the matrix V is time-independent, we can use the group property
of the solution of Equation (32) to push the solution forward in time. We write the
solution starting at time t = 0 from the initial condition (px(q, 0) formally as

(34)

and the group property tells us that

To push the solution of the discretized equation in time in time steps At
it is thus enough to calculate only once the matrix expAtV and then multiply
the current solution vector c^x(<fc,t). This procedure is ideally suited for the TI-85
calculator since the calculation of an exponential function of a matrix is its internal
function.4 The concept of a function of a matrix is explained, e.g., in [25].

For stable plasmas this solution process is stable because then the matrix V
has only complex eigenvalues located in the lower half of the w-plane.

4 Description of the program

4.1 The program
The program starts by several commands for setting the modes and clearing the

screen:
.5

PROGRAM: FTV1
1 :Normal:Radian:RectC
2 :Func:Dec:RectV
3 :RectGC:CoordOn:DrawLine
4 :AxesOn:LabelOff:FnOff
5 :ClLCD:ClDrw

4. The calculation will fail when the matrix V has multiple eigenvalues.
5. The listing which is used for describing the program has exactly the same form as obtained with
the use of the printing capability of the TI-GRAPH LINK (the numbers were added manually).
The meaning of the commands and instructions used in the program is to be found in the TI-85
Guidebook.



Then the user is prompted to enter the basic dimensionless parameters of the equi-
librium and initial distribution functions kappa and p, the length of the calculation
interval on the g-axis qMax, the number of points of the numerical grid nMax, and
the time instant when the calculation should stop tFin:

6 :Prompt kappa,p,qMax,nMax,tFin

Now the user enters the two basic parameters determining the type of the difference
scheme for calculation of the g-derivative: The total number of points of the scheme
tot and the parameter determining the bias of the scheme, the number of downwind
points dw. The step of the numerical grid hStep and the number of upwind points
upw is then calculated:

7 :Input "TOTal no of p ts : " , tot
8 :Input "DW no of p ts : ",dw
9 :qMax/nMax-»hStep

10 :tot-dw-»upw

The matrix V of the discretized Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson operator is then
declared and initialized with zeros:

11 : (nMax+l)nMax+l)-'dim V
12 :Fill(0,V)
13 :Fix 0

The user is now prompted to enter the name of the vector in which the coefficients
of the "non-standard" difference formulas in the upper left corner of the matrix
V are stored (cf. Equation (33)). The prompting starts with the formula having 0
downwind points and ends with the formula having dw-1 downwind points. These
coefficients are then divided by hStep and transferred into the appropriate locations
of the matrix V:

14 :For(i,l,dw)
15 :Disp "Diff scheme with DW=",i-l

16 :Input "Input coeffs:" ,coeff

17 :coeff*hStep"1-»coeff

18 :coeff-»V(i,l)

19 :End

Now the name of the vector with the coefficients of the "standard" difference scheme
with the full number of the downwind points dw is asked for and the coefficients
transferred into the rest of the matrix V, along its main diagonal:

20 :Disp "Diff scheme with DW=",dw

21 :Input "Input coeffs:" .coeff

22 :Fix 2

23 iCoeff+hStep'^coeff

24 :For(i,dw+i,nMax+2-upw)

25 :coeff-»V(i,i-dw)

26 :End

10



As described above, for the lower right corner of the matrix V we use the standard
coefficients truncated at the right-hand side as needed, thus taking account of the
zero boundary condition at +00 (cf. Equation (33) and Figure 8):

27 :For(i,nMax+3-upw,nMax+l)
28 :nMax+2+dw-i-»dim coeff
29 :coeff-»V(i,i-dw)
30 :End

The Fourier transformed equilibrium distribution function phiEqlb and its initial
perturbation philni t , both Maxwellian, are now denned according to Equation (23)
and (26):

31 :phiEqlb=e"-0.5(kappa*x)2

32 :phiInit=e"-0.5(kappa*x/£)2

A menu is then defined by means of which the user can choose between the calcu-
lation of the electric field corresponding to the electrostatic interaction switched off
(free streaming) or on. Correspondingly, the program forks to labels FREE or FULL:

33 :Menu(l,"free?II,FREE,2,"full?",FULL)

In the latter case the elements of the matrix V corresponding to the interaction term
are calculated and added to the first column:

34 :Lbl FULL
35 :For(i,l,nMax+l)
36 :-((i-l)*hStep)*evalF(phiEqlb,x,(i-l)*hStep)+V(i,l)-»V(i,l)
37 :End

In either case the user can choose from another menu whether he or she wants to
calculate the evolution of the electric field in time or just to calculate the eigenvalues
of the discretized Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson operator V. The program
correspondingly forks to labels EIGEN or SOLVE:

38 :Lbl FREE
39 :Menu(l,"onlyV",EIGEN,2,"solve".SOLVE)

The eigenvalues are calculated by means of an internal function eigVI. The result is
stored into the vector 0, which is then multiplied by the imaginary unit to comply
with the usual definition of the eigenvalues. The real and imaginary parts of the
vector are separated and stored into the vectors refl and imQ, respectively:

40 :Lbl EIGEN
41 :eigVl V-»!2
42 :(O,1)*£M}
43 :real n-*refi
44 :imag JHimO.

The array of eigenvalues in the fourth quadrant of the complex w-plane is displayed
on the screen by means of the internal statistical function Scatter. The graph
is prepared by calculating the RANGE variables xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax and
the distance of the tick marks on the horizontal and vertical axes xSd and yScI,

11



respectively. The calculator pauses so that the user can explore the position of the
eigenvalues in the complex w-plane and, optionally, print the screen:

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

:GridOff
:0-ocMin
: in t (max (ren)+l)-»xMax
:l-»xScl
: i n t min (imfl)-tyMin
: 0-»yMax
: 1-tyScl
:Sca t t e r refi.imn
:Pause

After resuming execution the menu appears allowing the user either to continue with
the calculation of the time evolution of the electric field or to stop the program.
The program forks to either the label SOLVE or the label FIN:

54 :Menu(l, "solve" .SOLVER, "STOP" ,FIN)

In case the user wants to continue, the program first calculates the graph RANGE
variables xMin and xMax, the distance of the tick marks xScI on the horizontal axis
and the quantity Ax, the time step corresponding to each of the 126 screen pixels
available on the horizontal axis:

55 :Lbl SOLVE
56 :GridOn
57 :CMxMin
58 :tFin-»xMax
59 :l-»xScl
60 :(xMax-xMin)/126-»Ax

Then the exponential of Ax*V is calculated and stored:

61 :e~(Ax*V)-»V

To start the solution process, the vector of initial conditions philn is declared and
calculated:

62 :nMax+l-»dim philn
63 :For(i,i,nHax+l)
64 :evalF(phiInit,x,(i-l)*hStep)-tphiIn(i)
65 :End

The next menu makes it possible to choose between the linear or logarithmic scale
on the vertical axis:

66 :Menu(l)"lin?",LIN,2,"log?",LG)

Next the remaining RANGE variables are defined. The user is prompted to input
yMin while yMax is set to unity and the distance between the tick marks on the
vertical axis is set to 0.2. The solution process of calculating the vector phi and
displaying its first element (proportional to the perturbation number density or the
electric field) starts by initializing the vector phi and continues by its successive

12



multiplication by the exponential of Ax*V, stored in V. After displaying the last
point the program pauses so that the user can explore the graph:

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

:Lbl LIN
:Input "Input yMin",yMin
: l-»yMax
:.2-*yScl
:PhiIn-tphi
:Pt0n(0,phi(D)
:For(j,1.126)
:V*phi-*phi
:PtOn(j*Ax,phi(l))
:End
:Pause

After resuming execution a menu appears which makes it possible either to recal-
culate the graph and display it again in linear scale but with another value of the
RANGE variable yMin or to recalculate the graph and display it in logarithmic
scale or, finally, to stop and exit the program. Correspondingly, the program forks
to either label LIN, or LG or STOP:

78 :Menu(l,"ScChg"JLIN,2>"log?",LG,3,"ST0P",FIN)

The calculation and displaying the graph in the logarithmic scale is fully analogous
to the linear scale case:

79 :Lbl LG
80 :Input "Input yMin",yMin

81 :0-»yMax

82 :l-»yScl
83 :philn-+phi
84 :Pt0nC0.log abs phi(D)

85 :For(j,1,126)
86 :V*phi-tphi
87 :PtOn(j*Ax,log abs phi(l))

88 :End

89 :Pause

After resuming execution a menu appears which makes it possible either to recal-
culate the graph and display it again in logarithmic scale but with another value
of the RANGE variable yMin or to recalculate the graph and display it in linear
scale or, finally, to stop and exit the program. Correspondingly, the program forks
to either label LG, or LIN or STOP:

90 :Menu(l."ScChg",LG,2("lin?",LIN,3,"ST0P",FIN)

The last command is to stop and exit the program:

91 :Lbl FIN
92 :Stop

13



4.2 The coefficients

The coefficients of the upwind-biased finite-difference formulas for numerical differ-
entiation were taken from [26] and are stored as vectors in the memory of TI-85
under the names TOTtotDWdw where t o t and dw are digits with the same mean-
ing as the variables used in the program (commands 7 and 8). The coefficients are
still to be divided by the step of the numerical grid which we denote by hStep
(command 17).

T0T2DW0 [ -1 1 ] /I!

T0T3DW0 [ - 3 4 - 1 ] /2!

T0T3DW1 [ - 1 0 1 ] /2!

T0T4DW0 [ -11 18 -9 2 ] /3!

T0T4DW1 [-2-36-1] /3!

T0T5DW0 [ -50 96 -72 32 -6 ] /4!

T0T5DW1 [ -6 -20 36 -12 2 ] /4!

TQT5DW2 [ 2 -16 0 16 -2 ] /4!

T0T6DW0 [ -274 600 -600 400 -150 24 ] /5!

T0T6DW1 [ -24 -130 240 -120 40 -6 ] /5!

T0T6DW2 [ 6 -60 -40 120 -30 4 ] /5!

T0T7DW0 [ -1764 4320 -5400 4800 -2700 864 -120 ] /6!

T0T7DW1 [ -120 -924 1800 -1200 600 -180 24 ] /6!

T0T7DW2 [ 24 -288 -420 960 -360 96 -12 ] /6!

T0T7DW3 [ -12 108 -540 0 540 -108 12 ] /6!

T0T9DW0 [ -109584 322560 -564480 752640 -705600

451584 -188160 46080 -5040 ] /8!

T0T9DW1 [ -5040 -64224 141120 -141120 117600
-70560 28224 -6720 720 ] /8!

T0T9DW2 [ 720 -11520 -38304 80640 -50400

26880 -10080 2304 -240 ] /8!

T0T9DW3 [ -240 2880 -20160 -18144 50400 -20160 6720 -1440 144 ] /8!

T0T9DW4 [ 144 -1536 8064 -32256 0 32256 -8064 1536 -144 ] /8!
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T0T11DW0 [ -10628640 36288000 -81648000 145152000 -190512000

182891520 127008000 62208000 -20412000 4032000 -362880 ] /10!

T0T11DW1 [ -362880 -6636960 16329600 -21772800 25401600 -22861440

15240960 -7257600 2332800 -453600 40320 ] /10!

T0T11DW2 [ 40320 -806400 -4419360 9676800 -8467200 6773760
-4233600 1935360 -604800 115200 -10080 ] /10!

T0T11DW3 [ -10080 151200 -1360800 -2756160 6350400 -3810240

2116800 -907200 272160 -50400 4320 ] /10!

T0T11DW4 [ 4320 -57600 388800 -2073600 -1330560 4354560

-1814400 691200 -194400 34560 -2880 ] /10!

T0T11DW5 [ -2880 36000 -216000 864000 -3024000 0

3024000 -8640Q0 216000 -36000 2880 ] /10!

5 User's guide for the TI-85 program

We assume that the user has stored the program and the coefficients of the finite-
difference schemes into the memory of the TI-85 calculator, either by transmitting
it from a PC using the TI-GRAPH LINK or by transmitting it from another TI-85
calculator or by entering it manually from the listing.

5.1 Example 1

To run the program switch the calculator on, type FTV1 and press | ENTER). The
prompt kappa=? appears on the screen. Enter 0.7, the value of x. This corresponds
to rather strongly damped plasma oscillations. Now the prompt /J=? appears. Enter
1, i.e., the perturbation distribution function has the same temperature as the equi-
librium distribution function. The next prompt is qMax=?. The reasonable choice6

is 5/x, so enter 5/0.7. Next the prompt nMax=? appears. Enter 16 (the maximum
attainable with TI-85). The last prompt is for tFin. The reasonable choice is 10.

Now the user is asked to define the finite-difference scheme. We shall use the
4-point upwind-biased scheme, with one point downwind, which performed very
well in tests with the advective equation [18]. First the value of the total number
of points of the scheme tot is asked for by the prompt

TOTal no of p t s :

Enter 4 for tot . Next the prompt

DW no of p t s :

6. The calculation interval qHax must be chosen large enough so that the Fourier transforms of
both the equilibrium and the perturbational distribution functions are negligible at its right end
but not too large in order that the grid points are economically utilized. For the same reason also
p cannot be chosen too large.
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appears. Enter 1 for dw. Now the user is asked for the names of the vectors which
contain the corresponding set of coefficients. There will be one "non-standard"
scheme in the upper left corner of the matrix V which must have 0 downwind points
(cf. Equation (33)). Thus the prompt in the form

Diff scheme with DW=
0

Input coeffs:

appears. Enter T0T4DW0. Next the prompt for the "standard" coefficients with 1
downwind points appears

Diff scheme with DW=
1

Input coeffs:

Enter T0T4DW1.
After a while the coefficients will have been transferred into the matrix V and

a menu appears which enables the user to choose between the calculation of the
free streaming solution or the full solution, with the electric field included:

[ free? [ full? | ) \ |

We want the full solution, so press the menu key [F2) to select (full?).
The next menu offers the user the choice between calculating and displaying

the eigenvalues of the matrix V or the solution of the corresponding evolution equa-
tion in time:

onlyV solve |

We want the eigenvalues, so press the menu key | Fi ] to select (onlyV). In about 5
minutes the program is paused and we see on the screen an array of 8 eigenvalues
of the matrix V in the fourth quadrant of the complex w-plane (half of the total
number 16, the rest lies in the third quadrant, symmetrically with Tespect to the
imaginary axis) (Figure 1). Only two points, marked by arrows, correspond to the
Landau roots of the dispersion relation. The rest obviously corresponds to the eigen-
value of the Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson operator V in infinity, of infinite
multiplicity. To obtain more roots of the dispersion relation and to obtain a better
representation of the eigenvalue in infinity needs to increase the resolution of the
finite-difference scheme.

On exploring and, optionally, printing the screen, resume execution of the
program by pressing [ ENTER ]. A menu appears, making it possible to either solve
the evolution equation in time or stop the program:

solve | STOP 1
To solve in time press the menu key (Fi) to select (solve). The calculator now calcu-
lates the exponential of the matrix V. In about 13 minutes another menu appears
through which we can choose either linear or logarithmic scale of the resulting graph:

| log?
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Figure 1: The array of the eigenvalues of V in the fourth quadrant of the com-
plex w-plane for x = 0.7 and /? = 1. 16 grid points and a 4-point upwind biased
differentiation scheme is used. The distance of tick marks is unity on both axes.

Figure 2: The Landau damped plasma oscillation in linear scale for x = 0.7 and
(3 = 1. 16 grid points and a 4-point upwind biased differentiation scheme is used.
The distance of tick marks is unity on the horizontal axis and 0.2 on the vertical

axis.

To choose linear scale, press the menu key [FI] to select (lin?). The user is asked
to input the RANGE variable yMin which is the range of the graph on the negative
part of the vertical axis. Enter —0.4. Now the user can watch the graph being dis-
played, point by point, showing the evolution of the Landau damped electric field.
In about 5 minutes the graph is finished (Figure 2). The user can explore the graph
and, optionally, print it.

Resume again execution of the program by pressing | ENTER ]. A menu now
appears which enables the user either to recalculate and display the graph with a
new value of yMin, in case the previous one was not satisfactory, or to recalculate
and display the graph in a logarithmic scale, or to stop the program:

ScChg | log?

The scale of the displayed graph was optimal, so we decide to see the evolution of
the electric field in the logarithmic scale and press the menu key (F2 ] to select (log?).
The user is again asked to input the variable yMin. Enter —2, i.e., two decades of
the amplitude of the electric field will be displayed. The user can then watch the
graph being displayed, point by point, as in the previous case (Figure 3).

On exploring and, optionally, printing the screen, resume execution of the
program. The sequence of actions is similar to what took place in the case of a linear
scale. A menu appears which makes it possible either to recalculate and display the
graph with a new value of yMin, in case the previous one was not satisfactory, or
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Figure 3: The Landau damped plasma oscillation in logarithmic scale for x = 0.7
and P = 1. 16 grid points and a 4-point upwind biased differentiation scheme is
used. The distance of the tick marks is unity on both axes.

Figure 4: The array of the eigenvalues of V in the fourth quadrant of the com-
plex w-plane for x = 0.7 and (3 = 1. 16 grid points and a 6-point upwind biased
differentiation scheme is used. The distance of tick marks is unity on both axes.

to recalculate and display the graph in a linear scale, or to stop the program:

ScChg lin? STOP

Since we saw almost everything this run can offer, we press the menu key [FT) to
stop the program.

5.2 Example 2
To demonstrate the performance of a higher order differentiation scheme enter the
same parameters as in Example 1 but use 6-point schemes T0T6DW0 and T0T6DW1.
The resulting array of eigenvalues of V is in Figure 4. The position of the two Landau
eigenvalues, again marked by arrows, is practically the same but the improvement
in the values of the rest is remarkable.

The performance can still be improved if we use a higher number of grid
points, Nmax = 30, the maximum the calculator permits. The result is in Figure 5.

5.3 Example 3

In the third example we use parameters that enable us to compare with the re-
sults of Ecker and Fromling [27]. Start the program and enter 1 for kappa, 2 for p
(the perturbation distribution function has half the temperature of the equilibrium
distribution function), 5 for qMax, 16 for nMax and 7 for tFin. Choose the same 4-
point difference scheme as in Example 1, then choose from the menus in succession
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Figure 5: The array of the eigenvalues of V in the fourth quadrant of the com-
plex w-plane for x = 0.7 and /3 = 1. 30 grid points and a 6-point upwind biased
differentiation scheme is used. The distance of tick marks is unity on both axes.

Figure 6: The Landau damped plasma oscillation in linear scale for x — 1 and
0 = 2. 16 grid points and a 4-point upwind biased differentiation scheme is used.
The distance of tick marks is unity on the horizontal axis and 0.2 on the vertical
axis.

(full?), (solve), (log?) and for yMin enter —0.1. The resulting graph (Figure 6) can
be compared with Figure 1 of [27]. Up to a different normalization of time,7 the two
graphs are practically identical.

This example is remarkable for the fact that in this case the superposition
of exponentially damped eigenmodes is insufficient to reproduce the time evolution
of the electric field. The expansion contains an additional non-oscillatory term. For
details see [27]. Our graph faithfully reproduces this term. This supports our view
that the complex eigenvalues of V with large imaginary parts imitate the eigenvalue
in infinity of V, of infinite multiplicity.

5.4 Example 4
The last example illustrates the solution of the advective equation. Start the pro-
gram and enter 1 for kappa, 1 for p, 5 for qMax, 16 for nMax and 6 for tFin. Choose
the 6-point difference scheme as in Example 2, then choose from the menus in suc-
cession (free?), (solve), (log?) and for yMin enter -6 . The resulting graph shows in
the log scale the value at the origin of the solution of the advective equation with
the Maxwellian (26) as the initial condition.

Now superpose on the graph the exact solution of the advective equation with
the same initial condition. Select (DrawF) from the GRAPH DRAW menu and enter
log phi lni t . Figure 7 shows that the two curves are practically identical up to

7. To obtain the time normalized as in the present paper, divide the time in [27] by \/2.
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Figure 7: The solution of the advective equation with a Maxwellian initial condition
with x — 1 and 0 = 1 compared with the exact solution (the lower curve). 6-point
upwind biased differentiation scheme. The distance of tick marks is unity on both
axes.

t = 4. From there the solution becomes exponentially decreasing (linear in the log
scale). This is so because by this time the initial condition has practically shifted out
of the calculation interval so that the difference scheme has "nothing to shift". What
is left behind should be, by the boundary condition, equal to zero. This result also
indicates that the differentiation matrix D is in this respect correctly constructed.

5.5 Memory limitations
The memory capacity of the TI-85 calculator limits the total number of grid points
nMax to 16. However, when only the eigenvalues of the matrix V are required, nMax
can be increased up to 30.

5.6 Possible extensions of the program
There are several additional possibilities the user can exploit. If the program is
stopped after displaying the array of eigenvalues, the matrix V remains in the mem-
ory and can be inspected. In addition, the corresponding eigenvectors can be cal-
culated, using the internal function eigVc. They are the approximation on the
numerical grid of the eigenfunctions of the Fourier transformed Vlasov-Poisson op-
erator V. The graph of the electric field in the logarithmic scale enables the user
to measure the Landau damping decrement, using the graphing tools available on
the calculator, and compare it with the value calculated from the dispersion rela-
tion. Another possibility is to study unstable equilibria, like the double humped
Maxwellian (the so called bump in tail instability).

The memory limitations of the calculator make it unfortunately impossible
to follow in time the most interesting phenomenon, the scattering process of the
perturbation on the whole g-axis. The most the user can do is to modify the program
a little and follow the evolution on the non-negative half-axis only, by displaying
the solution vector ipi{t) on the grid for various t. This is also very instructive
when experimenting with the solution of the advective equation. One can impose
discontinuous initial conditions, like a step function or a "numerical <5-function"
(equal to zero on all grid points except one) and explore their distortion as they
propagate along the q-axis. This is a very good performance test of any discretization
scheme [18].
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Figure 8: The occupation diagram of a 16 by 16 matrix V, of a column vector <pi
from the invariant subspace Hj of V and of a column vector <p2 from its orthogonal
complement H2.

5.7 Availability information and warranty disclaimer
The program, the coefficients, and this article in PostScript format can be down-
loaded by anonymous ftp from the Internet site tokamak.ipp.cas.cz, directory
/users/sedlacek, file f tvl .z ip .

The program is released to public domain in the hope that it will be useful,
but without any warranty.

A The invariant subspace
To justify the restriction of the calculation interval to the non-negative half of the
g-axis we show how the existence of an invariant subspace of the discretized Vlasov-
Poisson operator V induces its decomposition.

Let the calculation interval extend also on the negative half of the <j-axis, from
q = -Nmaxh to q = (NmaM — l)/i. For a differentiation scheme with no downwind
points the corresponding matrix D has nonzero elements only on and above the main
diagonal. Thus, for example, with a 3-point purely upwind differentiation scheme
and iVmax = 8 the occupation diagram of the matrix V looks like the one on Figure 8.
The 8 by 8 submatrix in the lower left corner contains only zeros which indicates
that the matrix V has an invariant subspace Hi consisting of column vectors (f\ with
the last 8 elements equal to zero (Figure 8). Let the orthogonal projection matrix
upon this subspace be Pi. On the invariant subspace the matrix V then reduces to
the 8 by 8 submatrix P1VP1 in the upper left corner of the occupation diagram. On
the orthogonal complement of Hi, the subspace H2 consisting of column vectors y>2
with the first 8 elements equal to zero (Figure 8), the matrix V reduces to the 8 by
8 submatrix in the lower right corner P2VP2, where P2 = I — Pi is the orthogonal
projection matrix upon Hfe. Since

V = (Pi + P2)V(Pi + P2), (36)
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and since P2VP1 = 0 (the zero 8 by 8 submatrix in the lower left corner in Figure 8),
we have

V = Pi VPi + P2VP2 + P1VP2. (37)

The matrix P1VP2 is the remaining 8 by 8 submatrix in the upper right corner of
the occupation diagram which virtually couples the the subspace Hi to the subspace
H2 but not vice versa.

Thus, thanks to the existence of an invariant subspace Hi, we can restrict our
calculations to its orthogonal complement H2.

The vector invariant subspace Hi corresponds to the functional invariant sub-
space of the operator V on the negative half of the q-axis. Livshits' theory of open
systems [28] shows in general terms how the existence of invariant subspaces of
a non-selfadjoint evolution operator induces decomposition of the corresponding
physical system into a chain of simpler subsystems.

B The ASCII listing of the program
For completeness we give here also the ASCII form of the program which can be
transmitted via e-mail and can be converted into the binary form usable by the
calculator by the utility ASCII85P.EXE supplied as a freeware together with the
TI-GRAPH LINK.

\START\
\COMMENT=Program file dated 02/22/96, 16:38
\NAME=FTV1
\FILE=ftvl.85P
Normal:Radian:RectC
Func:Dec:RectV
RectGC:CoordOn:DrawLine
AxesOn:LabelOff:FnOff
C1LCD:CIDrw
Prompt kappa,\LC-beta\,qMax,nMax,tFin
Input "TOTal no of pts: ",tot
Input "DW no of pts: ",dw
qMax/nMax\->\hStep
tot-dw\->\upw
•CnMax+l,nMax+l}>\dim V
FilKO.V)
FixO
For(i,l,dw)
Disp "Diff scheme with DW=",i-l
Input "Input coeffs:".coeff
coeff*hStep\"-l\>\coeff
coeff\->\V(i,l)
End
Disp "Diff scheme with DW=",dw
Input "Input coeffs:",coeff
Fix2
coeff*nStep\"-l\>\coeff
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For(i,dw+1,nMax+2-upw)

coeff\->\V(i,i-dw)

End

For(i,nMax+3-upw,nMax+l)

nMax+2+dw-i\->\dim coeff

coeff\->\V(i,i-dw)

End

phiEqlb=e"\(-)\0.5(kappa*x)\-2\

phiInit=e*\(-)\0.5(kappa*x/\LC-beta\)\"2\

Menu(l,"free?",FREE,2,"full?".FULL)

Lbl FULL

For(i,l,nMax+l)

\(-)\((i-l)*hStep)*evalF(phiEqlb,x,(i-l)*hStep)+V(i,l)>\V(i,l)

End

Lbl FREE

Menu(1,"onlyV",EIGEN,2,"solve",SOLVE)

Lbl EIGEN

eigVl V\->\\UC-0mega\

(0,l)*\UC-0mega\>\\UC-0mega\

real \UC-0mega\>\re\UC-0mega\

imag \UC-0mega\>\im\UC-0mega\

GridOff

0\->\xMin

int (max(re\UC-Omega\)+l)>\xMax

l\->\xScl

int min(im\UC-Omega\)>\yMin

0\->\yMax

l\->\yScl

Scatter re\UC-Omega\,im\UC-Omega\

Pause

Menu(l,"solve",S0LVE.2,"STOP",FIN)

Lbl SOLVE

GridOn

0\->\xMin

tFin\->\xMax

l\->\xScl

(xMax-xMin)/126\->\\Delta-x\

e~(\Delta-x\*V)>\V

nMax+l\->\dim philn

For(i,l,nMax+l)

evalF(phiInit,x,(i-l)*hStep)>\phiIn(i)

End

Menu(l,"lin?",LIN,2,"log?",LG)

Lbl LIN

Input "Input yMin:",yMin

l\->\yMax

.2\->\yScl

philn\->\phi

Pt0n(0,phi(l))

For(j,1,126)
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V*phi\->\phi
PtOn(j*\Delta-x\,phi(l))
End
Pause
Menu(l,"ScChg",LIN)2,"log?",LG,3,"ST0P",FIN)
Lbl LG
Input "Input yMin:",yMin
0\->\yMax
l\->\yScl
philn\->\phi
PtOn(0,log abs phi(l))
For(j,1,126)
V*phi\->\phi
PtOn(j*\Delta-x\,log abs phi(l))
End
Pause
Menu(l,"ScChg",LGJ2,"lin?",LIN)3,"STOP",FIN)
Lbl FIN
Stop
\ST0P\
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